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Disinfectants and Ho_ to Use Them. 
The National Board of Health, consisting of a number of our 

leading physicians and chemical'experts, of which Prof. C. F. 
Chandler is chairman, have issued the following instructions 
for disinfection, intended especially for the guidance of physL 
ciaI;ls and nurses in the yellow fever districts, but which are 
equally applicable in other classes of contagious diseases. 
In submitting this report the chairman says: 

It has been the aim of the committee to prepare concise 
directions for disinfection, so simple and clear that they may 
be easily followed by any person of intelligence. 

In the selection of disinfecting agents the aim has been: 
1st, to Recure agents which can be relied upon to accomplish 
the work; 2d, which can be procured in a state of compara
tive purity in every village in the United States; 3d, so cheap 
that they can be used in adequate quantities. 

It is extremely impnrtant that the people should be in
structed with regard to disinfection. They must be taught 
that no reliance can be placed on disinfectants simply be
cause they smell of chlorine or carbolic acid, or possess the 
color of permanganate, and that, in general, proprietary dis
infectants with high-sounding names are practically worth
less, as they either have no. value whatever, or, if of value, 
cost many times as mnch as they are worth, and cannot be 
used in snfficient quantity. 

E}''l'LAN ATIONS. 

Disinfection is the destruction of the poisons of infectious 
and contagious diseases. 

Deodorizers, or substances which destroy smells, are not 
necessarily disinfectants, and disinfectants do not necessarily 
have an odor. 

Disinfection cannot compensate for want of cleanliness or 
of ventilation. 

. 

I.-DISINFECTANTS TO BE EMPLOYED. 

1. Roll sulphur (brimstone) for fumigation. 
2. Sulphate of iron (copperas) dissolved in water in the 

proportion of one and a half pounds to the gallon; for soil, 
sewers, etc. 

3. Sulphate of zinc and common salt, dissolved together 
in water in the proportions of four ounces sulphate and two 
ounces salt to the gallon; for cbthing, bed linen, etc. 

1titufifit �1Utritan. 
lined, or air-tight coffins should be used when possible, cer
tainly when the body is to be transported for any consider
able distance. 

----------__ .�.�. H.�. __ ------ ----
A NEW PUNCHING AND SHEARING PRESS. 

In our last issue we gave a brief description of a press 
somewhat larger and heavier than that represented by the 
accompanying engraving. The working principle is the 
same in both, the power being obtained by the swing of a 
weighted pendulum at the back of the machine in combina
tion with a shaft, automatic clutch, and slide. 
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The invention consists of two circular plates, each flat 

upon one side, and having on the other a short internally 
threaded tubular projection inclined at an angle of 450 to 
the plane of the plates. The plates are slotted 'to receive the 
bolts that fasten them together. This coupling serves as an 
elbow for pipe and for forming in pipes a joint of almost any 
desired angle. ------------.�.H.�.�. __ ----------

A FEW WORDS TO YOUNG STEAM FITTERS. 

BY A STEAl\[ FITTER. 

Feed Ptpes.-The feed valve should be a globe or angle 
valve placed near the boiler, with the fewest possible joints 
in the feed pipe between it and the boiler. If it is a loose 
or swivel disk valve, it shQuld be secured with solder (sweated 
in) in the threads of the double part of the disk, so as to 
make it almost impossible to lose the disk from the stem; a 
mark with a center punch or chisel is not enough. The 
val ve should be so turned toward the boiler that the inflow
ing water will be under and against the disk, so that in the 
case of the loss of the disk it will not act as a check valve 
against the influx of the feed water. This arrangement 
will bring the pressure of the water in the boiler alwayR 
against the stuffing box of the valve; but all things con
sidered it is best. 

The check valve should be close to and out3ide the feed 
valve, with only a nipple between them. Always use hori
zontal check valves, as they admit of easy cleaning. With 
the ordinary vertical check it makes it necessary to take 
down some part of the feed pipe to clean it. 

When two or more boilers are fed from the same pump, or 
when the pump is used for pumping water for some other 
purpose, it is well to have a stop valve on each side of the 
check valve, as it will enable the engineer to get at his check 
without stopping the water to the other boilers or elsewhere. 

In passing through boiler waHs or cast iron fronts, care 
should be taken that the feed pipe does not nest, or the set
tling of the boiler will break it off. 

Use a flange union on the feed pipe instead of the com
mon swivel union; the engineer can take it apart with a 
monkey wrench, and it makes a more permanent job and 
it will not leak. 

NOTE.-Carbolic acid is not included in the above list for Never put a T in the feed pipe inside the feed valve for 
the following reasons: It is very difficult to determine the "PEERLESS" PUNCH AND SHEAR PRESS No.2. 

the purpose of a blow-off; make a separate connection to 
quality of the commercial article, and the purchaser can In this machine the pendulum is kept in motion by foot the boiler. 
never be certain of securing it of proper strength; it is ex pen- pressure upon the treadle, and it punches easily a three Blow-off Oocks.-Never use anything but a plug cock of 
sl've whe of good qua]'ty and e e '  h show that the best steam metal throughout. The reasons for usinO"a . n I ,  xp nence as n eighths inch hole in one quarter inch iron, and an inch hole ,., 
it must be employed in comparatively large quantities to be in one eighth inch plate, six inches from the edge. It is cock are that the engineer is always sure when he looks at it 
of any usa; it is liable hy its strong odor to give a false sense designed to do boilermakers' small work, as well as for the w�ether it i� shut o� open. 

.
It gives a st�aig�t opening; if 

of security 1 f h t t l k d . II b f ChIPS, packlllg, or dIrt gets mto the cock It will shear them . use 0 s ee me a wol' ers, an especla y rass manu ao- " . 
.

. . n.-HOW TO USE DISINFECTANTS. t Th . .  th b d" d h If b f I 
off when closll1g, or If It does not, the engmeer knows It IS urers. e openmg m e e ls SIX an a a y our " 

1. In the Sick-Room.-The most available agents are fresh inches. not shut. Do not use an Iron body cock WIth brass plug, 
air and cleanliness. The clothing, tow�ls, bed linen, �tc., 

I 
The press weighs 380 lb., and, with the exception of the for when the cook is opened to blow down a little the hot 

should at once, on removal from the patIent, be placed III a pendulum and treadle is in all respects similar to power water expands the plug of the cock more than the body, and 
'1 t b f th ' 1 t' b '1' h t 'f 'bl b f ' it is dlmost impossihle to close it Do not use a globe or pal or u 0 e ZIllC so u lOn, 01 lllg 0 I POSSI e, e ore presses used for the same purposes. With it a boy can easily ' . . l'emova� from the room. do all the work by foot as rapidly as by power press and an�le val:ve, as �ou cannot alway� tell when It .IS shut; 1\ 

All dIscharges should either be received in vessels con- without fatigue. The pendulum can be readily removed f chIp or dIrt gettmg between the dls� and seat Will preve�t 
taining copperas solution, or, when this is impracticable, and a balance wheel attached to the shaft for power when· its closing. I have seen two fine boIlers des�royed from thIS 
should be immediately covered with copperas solution. All desired. I cause. Gate or straight-way valves are subJect to the same 
ve5sels used about the patient should be cleansed with the To test the capacity of one of these small presses the objections as globe or angle. 
same solution.

. . " manufacturers state that they attached a thirty inch baiance I. When it is pra�ticable �here should be a T with a plug in it 
Unnecessary furmture--especlally that whIch IS stuffed- wheel, with three inch belt, to the shaft, and with a speed III the blow-off pIpe outSide t�e blow-off cock: the plug to 

carpets, and hangings, when possible, should be removed of 125 revolutions per minute they could not punch an inch] be removed when the ��ck .IS cl�sed. By thIS m�ns . the 
from the room at the outset; otherwise, they should remain hole in one eiO'hth inch iron' while the pendulum worked engineer can always tell If he IS loslllg water from hIS bOIler. 
for subsequent fumigation and treatment. ' by foot alan: enabled. the �achine to punch s�ch holes The blow-off pipe should be large, with few hends in it, 

2. Fumigation with sulphur is the only practicable method 'dl a d' t' 1 and TIre bends are better than elbows. It should be attached rapl y n con muous y. . ' .  " for �i�infecting the house. �or this purpose the rooms to This press stands about four. feet high, occupies com- to the b?ttom of the s�ell?f a hOl'lzontal bOIler, �nd not 
be dlslllfected must be vacated. Heavy clothing, blankets, paratively little space and seems very substantial. The tapped mto the head a few lllch�s up. When there IS a mud 
bedding, and other articles which cannot be treated with punch may be easily r�moved, and a shear may be inserted pipe; attach it to it at the opposIte �nd from the feed �ipe. 
zinc solution, should be opened and exposed during fumiga- in the slide for shearing light sheet metal. Safety Valves.-They are the m�1ll st�y of the engmeer, 
tion, as directe� bel�w.. Close the rooms as tightly as possi- These presses are protected by several patents, and are acting both as a relief and a wa�Dlng signal. They s?ould 
ble, place the SIlver m Iron pans supported upon bricks, set made by the Peerless 'Punch and Shear Company, 52 Dey be attached to the steam dome hlg� up. At the side IS bet-
it on fire by hot coals or with the �id of a spoonful of alco- street, New York city. tel' t�an the �op, as they �r: not so hable to draw water when 
hoI, and allow the room to remam closed for twenty-four blowmg off III that pOSItIOn. They should be large and 
hours. For a room about ten feet square, at least two NEW FLANGE COU-PLING. have a large pipe connection all to themselves. The ordi-
pounds of sulph ur should be used; for larger rooms, pro- The· annexed engraving represents an improved flange nary cross body safety valve is very much to be condemned, 
portionally increased quantities. coupling recentiy patented by Mr" Charles H. Cushing, of and I think in some countries there are regulations against 

3. Premis88. -Cellars, yards, stables,. gutters, privies, cess- their use; they are constructed to save making an extra con-
pools, water clOf'ets, drains, sewers, etc., should be fre- nection for the main steam pipe, thereby dra wing the largest 
(J,uently and liberally treated with copperas solution. The amount of steam directly. from under the disk of the safety 
copperas solution is easily prepared by hanging a basket valve. A weighted safety valve is better than a spring 
containing about sixty pounds of 'copperas in a barrel of ] valve when it can be used, as the lifting of the valve makes 
water. . praCtically no difference in the leverage; not so with a spring 

4. Body rtnd Bed Clothing, etc.-It is best to burn all arti- valve, for the 'higher it is lifted the more power it takes to 
cles which have been in contact with persons si�k with con- compress the spring. 
tagious or infectious diseases. Articles too valuable to he Ga1tge 01' T1'Y Cocks.-Gauge cocks are various in style, 
destroyed should be treated as follows: the wood handle compression gauge cook being a very good 

a. Cotton, linen, flannels, blankets, etc., should be treated kind for all purposes. When setting gauge cocks care 
with the boiling hot zinc solution, introducing piece by I should be taken that they are not too low, and that the drip 
piece, securing thorough wetting, and boiling for at least will not flow over the person who tries them. They should 
half an ·hour. be tapped directly into the boiler if possible; but when it  

b.  Heavy woolen clothing, silks, furs, stuffed bed covers, is necessary to use a piece of pipe to bring them through a 
beds. and other articles which cannot be treated with the boiler front or brickwork, give the pipe an inclination back-
zinc solution, should be hung in the room during fumiga- ward, that the condensation may run back and into the boiler. 
tion, pockets being turned inside out, and the whole gar- When the pipe inclines outward and down, the condensation 
ment thoroughly exposed. Afterward they should be hung remains in it and the cock, and will deceive the unwary, 
,n the open air, beaten, and shaken. Pillows, beds, stuffed giving the appearance of plenty of water with a short blow. 
mattresses, upholstered furniture, etc., should be cut open, mass Water Gauges. -Water gauges are bp,st set when 
the contents spread out and thoroughly fumigated. Carpets attached to a vertical cylinder at the front of the hoiler. 
are best fumigated on the floor, but should afterward be re- The cylinder should be connected to the boiler with not less 
moved to the open air and thoroughly heaten. CUSHING'S FLANGE COUPLING. than one inch pipe, top and bottom; the top or steam con-

5. The C(JI'pses should be thoroughly washed with a zinc Tidioute, Pa. It is designed for' connecting sections of pipe, nection should be taken from the boiler shell near the front 
solution of double strength, then wrapped in a sheet wet at any angle to each other, from il str;tight line to an angle : head, and not from the dome or steam pipe, as the . draught 
with the zinc solution, and buried at once. Metallic, Wt!ta,l- 9f �Oo r 

• 
of �team in either will cause the glass to show more water 
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than the boiler contains. The bottom or water connection valuahle address on Mythologic Philosophy, printed in the , upon the eastern wing of the planet, midway between the 
should be taken from the front head at a point where about tlUPPLEMENT last week; and Professor Stephen P. Langly, southern equatorial belt and the southern gray zone, a dusky 
two thirds of the water in the boiler will be above it and whose instructive series of articles on the Sun has just been patch of irregular outline, which in one hour and fifty-five 
one third below; this will lessen the chances of the pipe completed in this paper, discussed the same subject in his minutes reached the position and assumed the appearance. 
stopping up with mud, etc., and it should also be provided address as vice-president of Section A. shown in the accompanying rough yet faithful diagram. 
with a half inch pipe at the lowest point for a blow-out. Commander E. P. Lull, U. S.N., read an important and The length of this patch when seen in the position shown 
When gauge glasses are set this way the condensation in the timely paper on the Interoceanic Canal Problem, illustrating was little more than one-fifth of the planet's diamet.er, and 
cylinder is downward, and the flow of water being toward by maps and diagrams the several routes surveyed. The I about one-fourth as broad as long. Color, decided pink; 
the boiler through the bottom pipe, the tendency is to cleanse character and· ad vantages of the Nicaragua route were indeed the color at times appeared so vivid as to make the 
the glass and cylinder and keep them so. specially dwelt upon; and the belief was very positively equatorial belts, usually of a dusky red color, a1;lpear by 

Steam Gauge8 should never be set much above or below expressed that no commercially practical route without locks contrast of a somber gray. 
the boilers to which they are attached, as each two feet of had been found. From the first appearance of this patch untn it com
fall or elevation from the direct connection is nearly equal Professor Draper's paper on the Identity of the Lines of menced to pass off on the opposite limb, the time elapsed 
to a difference of one pound on the steam gauge; always Oxygen with Bright Solar Lines, as shown in photographs was three hours and fifty minutes. The same phenomen Oil 
when the gauge is below, for the condensation in the gauge taken with increased dispersion, was read, in his absence, by was again observed on the evening of the 28th inst., without 
pipe fills it with water, which leaves a pressure ou the steam Professor Barker. any apparent change. 
gauge equal to the hydrostatic head, .which is a little over A very popular and enjoyable paper was Mr. Wm. T. These observations were made with an achromatic of four 
two feet perpendicularly to the pound per steam gange, giv- I Hornaday's on the Orang-Outangs of Borneo. Touching inches aperture. 
ing the gauge the appearance of being weak. When the the possible human relationships of the orangs, Mr. Horna- Phenomena of this kind, though not unknown, are of rare 
gauge is above it is not always so, though generally, the I day said: occurrence. South mentions having seen a large spot, some-
pipes being long and of small diameter or trapped, which I "Let such a one (if, indeed, such a one exists to-day), what of this kind, on the 3d of June, 1839, but of so evane
prevents a circulation of steam in them, they fill with water, i who is prejudiced against Darwinian views, go to the for- scent a nature that it partly disappeared before a sketch of it 
which acts against the pressure from the boiler and gives a' ests of Borneo. Let him there watch from day to day this could be made. I have recently noticed other disturbances 
gauge the appearance of being strong. A good way is to I strangely human form in all its various phases of existence. of the Jovial atmosphere well worthy of vigorous scrutiny 
connect the gauge pipe to a boiler below the water line, say I Let him see it climb, walk, build its nest, eat and drink, and with the highest optical aid. 
12 or 18 inches, and have the gauge on the boiler about 12 fight like human' roughs.' Let him see the female suckle As some of your readers are students of astronomy, I 
inches above the water line, using no water trap or siphon, I her young and carry it astride her hip precisely as do the should be pleased to know the results of their observations 
that the water may run back from the gauge when there is Cooly women of Hindostan. Let him witness their human- on this subject. F. S. DAVENPORT. 

no pressure in the boiler, thereby preventing the p08sibility like emotions of affection, satisfaction, pain, and childish Jerseyville, Ill., Aug. 30, 1879. 
of freezing or of getting steam to the spring of the gauge. rage-let him see all this, and then he may feel how much • • • 

Sometimes a steam fitter has to run a gauge pipe a long more patent has been this lesson than all he has read in pages ASTRONOMICAL NOTES. 
distance to an office or engine room. When such a gauge is of abstract ratiocination." PALISA'S NEW COMET. 
far above the boiler he should run a large pipe direct from I Another interesting paper was on the Serpent Myths of 

It was my pleasure to obtain, at half past three o'clock this the steam dome and give it sufficient pitch to clear itself of the Red Men, by Judge J. G. Henderson, whose paper on 

I 
morning, very good observations of the new comet discov water; it should be covered with some non-conducting ma- superstitions connected with the rabbit, among our Indians 
ered by Palisa at Vienna on the 21st inst. It is not well situ· terial, and he of such size that the flow of sleam through the and other primitive people, had been listened to the day 

I ated for observation in this part of the world, owing to its pipe to supply the �oss by condensation will be so slow as before. 
slight altitude in the morning before daybreak, and in the not to interfere with the flow of water along the bottom of Mr. Edison's electro-chemical telephone was exhibited and 
evening the moon at present interferes. Notwithstanding the pipe in a contrary direction, and it should have a siphon explained by Professor Barker, and Mr. Edison, the in-

I this, it is quite a c onspicuous object in the telescope, about immediately under the gauge. ventor, acting also as draughts man for the blackboard illustra-
When it is necessary to have a gauge very much lower· tions. 

t�ice as bright as Swift's last comet. It must really be a 
-magnificent object in localities where it can be seen at a good than a boiler, fill the pipe with water, but before doing so President Barnard, of Columbia College, read a paper on 
elevation, as was the case when discovered. It is now nearly remove the glass and lift the hand or index over the stop-pin the Past State of the World's Metrology as Bearing on the . d ( h b h . ". U M' b '  and mark where it remains stationarv; now fill the pipe to Progress of Science, in which the progress of modern science . �olll
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. h PI S f h It remained stationary before the pipe was filled, and press I The chief paper of the closing day was Mr. Edison's on e comet IS Irect y OppOSIte t e o e tar rom t e 

it on; then bring it to its normal position on the stop pin the Phenomena of Heating Metal in Vacuo by Means of 
and adjust the glass. I an Electric Current, a report of which will be found on 

T he Main Steam Pipe for Heating .Apparatus should be
, another page. Both this paper and that by Mr. Edison's 

high up on a boiler, and any pipe larger than 2 inch should' mathematical assistant, Mr. Upton, on Tests of Faradic Ma
not be tapped in, but connected with a flange bolted or riv- chines, furnish ample confirmation, if it were needed, of 
eted to the boiler. Two and a half i nch pipe and larger the position we took last week in respect to the scientific in
sizes have eight threads to the inch, and will not make a good vestigations of modern i.nventors. 
job otheTwise. I In this brief notice it is obviously impossible to do any-

Automatic water feeders, combination water gauges, or thing like justice to the multitude of valuable papers pre
steam gauges, should not be tapped into the steam heating or sen ted to the association. It has been an active, earnest, 
engine pipe, as the draught of the steam through the pipe business-like session, as notable for its good work as for its 
interferes with their proper working. I full attendance. The place of meeting had been happily 

Engine or pump pipes should not be taken from the steam chosen, the weather was favorable, and all the external con
heating pipe, as the draught they cause relieves the pressure ditions conspired to make the meeting as pleasant as it was 
in the heating apparatus and spoils the circulation, especially profitable. 
if it is a direct return gravity circulation. I It was resolved to hold the next meeting in Boston, begin-

With an automatic return stearn trap applied to an old job, ' ning the last Wednesday in August, 1880. The following 
if the steam heating pipe is large enough, it will not be neces- officers were elected for the coming year: 
sa

.
ry to mo:e the engine pipe, �ut s�ould the circulat�on be i President-The Ho�. L. H. Morgan, of Rochester. 

still defective, r
.
emo�e the engme pIpe to shell of bOIler re I Vice-Presid ent, SectIOn .A-Professor Asaph Hall, of Wash-

mote from heatlllg pIpe. W. J. B. ington. 
... , I .. Vice-President, Section B-Professor Alexander Agassiz, of 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN ASSO;)IATION. Cambridge. 
Subsequent t<;> our last week's report, at one of the gener!>l Permanent Secreta1'y-Professor· F. W. Putnam, of Cam-

meetings the chief incident was the reception of Professor bridge. 
Otto Struve, Director of the Imperial Observatory at PIlI- General SeC1'etary-Professor John K. Rees, of St. Louis. 
towa, Russia. Professor Struve explained his mission to SeC1'etary of Section .A-Henry B. Nason, of Troy. 
America in the interest of the observatory under his care, Secretil1'Y of Section B-Professor C. V .  Riley, of St. Louis. 
and announced that Messrs. Alvan Clark & Sons, of Bos- Treasu1'e1'-William S. Vaux, of Philadelphia. 
ton, Mass., had undertaken to construct for it the finest _ '., .-
telescope the world could produce. The Remarkable Spot on the Disk 01' JnpUer. 

Among the more valuable papers read were: Professor To the Editor of the Scientific .American: 
Peirce's on the meteoric constitution of the sidereal universe, Having from time to time seen in the SCIENTIFIC AMER!

in which he developed at great length the theory set before CAN notices from your correspondents respecting the appear
the readers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN last winter. Pro- ance of black spots up·on the disk of the planet Jupiter, I 
fessor Leeds, of Stevens Institute, reviewed the long stand
ing problem as to the solubility of ozone in water, and gave 
the reasons for believing that it is so dissolved, and that it 
retains in the solution its characteristic oxidizing power. 
Professor H. W. Wiley, of Purdue University, Lafayette, 
Ind., described an improved method of collecting and meas
uring gases soluble in water, and Professor F. W. Clarke, 
of Cincinnati, gave a preliminary notice of results obtained 
in an elaborate revision of the calculations determining the 
atomic weights of the chemical elements. 

The paper of Professor Goode, of Middleton, Conn., on 
the menhaden, presented that cousin of the shad as not only 
the most valuable of the food supplies of edible fishes, but as 
the most important source of fish oil. Its annual yield of 
oil exceeus that of the whale (from American fisheries) by 
200,000 gallons; and in the commercial value of all its pro
ducts it is surpassed by but three fish; the cod fishery, esti
mated in 1876 as yielding $4,826,000; the whale fiShery, 
$2,850,000; the mackerel, $2,275,000. The value of the men
haden taken this year amounted to $1,658,000. 

Major Powell delivered, in Section B, the suggestive and 

have of late watched with all possible care for such pheno
mena, but have seen no spots save such as any experienced 
observer would readily recognize as being produced by the 
transit of a satellite or its shadow. However, on the 25th 
inst., at 9 :30 P. M. time at this place, I observed advancing 
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"pointers," and moving slowly toward the southeast, as in 
dicated by the arrow in the diagram. 

GRANDEUR OF THE MORNING SKIES. 

A grander spectacle seldom greets the eye of man than 
that presented by our early morning skies at the present 
time. Three gorgeous planets form a royal girdle across 
the heavens. Jupiter in the west, Saturn high in the sOllth, 
Mars well up in the east, and beyond. almost in a direct line 
with these planets, ruddy ·faced Aldebaran. Overhead Cas· 
siopeia and the Pleiades. Well down in the east noble Orion 
on his ride , while later, in the morning glow, shines silver
faced Sirius, in splendor rivaling Venus in the evening twi
light. He who misses these grand scenes, misses royal soul 
feasts that the gods might envy. 

SUN SPOTS. 

A very pretty group of sun spots was observed on the 24th, 
just below the center of the disk, now much changed and 
nearing the western limb, but surrounded with intensely 
bright faculoo. Yesterday morning an interesting group 
appeared on the eastern limb with the faculoo very marked, 
and giving in its structure manifest evidences of rapid 
change. This morning confirmed the impression, for a large 
spot, unseen before, had broken out, and numerous small 
ones. Its appearance this morning (28th) is indicated in Fig. 

...-
-;. 

2. This group of spots will be watched with interest as it 
traverses the solar disk, and may be seen with quite a small 
telescope. WILLIAM R. BROOKS. 

Red House Observatory, 
Phelps, N. Y., Aug. 28, 1879. 
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